The Concept of Building a Model of the National Blood Information System
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Abstract: The development of modern information technologies in medicine makes actually the creation of the national Information Systems (IS) for joint activities of medical institutions, improve the quality of health services and improve management in the health sector. One of the components of healthcare is the system of Blood Service (BS). In this work the concept of building the national system is considered on example of the IS of BS. The national IS of BS aims to track relevant information on indicators of the quality of blood products through information integration BS establishments, makes it possible to increase the level of infectious safety and quality of transfusion care. The models of integration IS of BS are offered on the conceptual level in this work for information exchange organization between BS establishments. The analysis of structures of models of integrated systems is carried out to select the rational national IS of BS.
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1- INTRODUCTION

The current state of development of Information Systems (IS), telecommunications networks and technologies, systems and mechanisms to protect information and prospects of their further development allow countries to decide the issues of information space creation of the main fields of activity such as education, science, healthcare, finance, transport and other areas. One of the priority areas of informatization in countries around the world is the healthcare. Currently a great attention is paid to informatization of Blood Services (BS) in context of healthcare development. BS is considered as a structure that combines medical establishments (or their structural units) through the country whose main activity is the collection, processing, testing, storage, distribution, quality assurance of blood products and haemovigilance [1].

World experience studies [2] lead to the conclusion that BS of the country is usually based on regional and territorial principle and includes blood centers, mobile collection units, and hospital blood banks. BS establishments implementing IS to provide information support of business processes. The main problem of BS is the lack of information exchange mechanism between the BS establishments. However, not all IS of BS have modernization potential to information exchange between other IS. At present, information about donors and persons who are not allowed to perform donor functions located in different databases of BS establishments and related organizations. This procedure of working with data leads to reduce the possibility to track of timely reception of actual data about infectious safety and risks of transfusion reactions and complications of transfusion blood products. The problem solution of designing and implementing the national IS of BS will provide information support of all stages of the BS business process, rapid exchange of relevant data between BS establishments about donors and persons who are not allowed to perform donor functions, statistical and analytical reporting on the country level.

To create a national IS of BS, first need is to analyze the functionality opportunities of IS in BS establishments and define potential opportunities of information interaction with other systems. In turn, this analysis needs to solve a number of questions [3], such as development of the specification system requirements, risk assessment, expert assessment of effectiveness of existing IS of BS, construction of the methodology of evaluation, evaluation of the state of BS technical support, validation of BS, etc. In addition, the problem of organizing the interaction with other IS requires determining the legal principles and organizational solutions to ensure interoperability of IS of BS.

The results of the analysis of the potential opportunities of IS for its information interaction with other systems provide a basis for studying the variants of building a model of the national IS of BS, which must be implementing information interaction between BS establishments, determining formats of data exchange between systems, data structures, etc.
2- RELATED WORKS

Distributed and centralized organizations of data storage are the basic approaches of building such class of system as complex integrated systems, which include the national IS of BS. Distributed organization of data storage is typical for Sweden IS of BS, where data transfer between IS of BS establishments is carried out directly through the Internet using the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI technology) of public keys with certificates of encryption and authentication [4]. An example of centralized organization of data storage is the Bulgaria IS of BS, where access to the central database is performed by using the specialized interface through the Internet [5].

The problem of IS integration has received considerable attention in scientific and technical literature [6-8], which addresses various methods based on the use of common standards for unification information exchange, tools and mechanisms of information interaction. The known methods of integration [9] are exchange of files that contain general data, creating a common data base that stores common information, remote procedure call within the systems of information exchange for performing actions or data exchange, asynchronous message exchange, etc. The most common technologies of remote procedure call are Component Object Model (COM), Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), web-services [10-12].

Solving the problem of IS integration also assumes definition of the universal formats of data transfer. The standards of data exchange and information integration are developed and widely used in healthcare IS, such as HL7, DICOM, ASTM, ASC X12, IEEE/MEDIX, NCPDP [13-15].

The considered methods of integration and approaches to unification based on standards of data exchange and information integration are laid in basis of building national IS of BS.

3- ANALYZING THE MODELS OF BUILDING THE NATIONAL IS OF BS

Conceptual models of complex integrated IS with centralized, distributed and combined data storage were considered in work, the analysis of features of information interaction between BS establishments in the functioning of the national IS of BS on the considered approaches to building systems was carried out.

Considering the approach of centralized storage of data for building the national IS of BS model, it is assumed that the currently available information, which own and manage all BS establishments, will be transferred to a single server with a defined access rights. Further management of this information will be through user’s workstations in BS establishments, which installed software to interface with the server through the Internet. The scheme of information exchange between BS establishments with central data storage is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1: The scheme of information exchange between BS establishments with central data storage](image)

The main advantages of organizing national IS of BS shown on the scheme in figure 1 are:
- ease of centralized management and administration at the country level;
- lack of data duplication;
- ease of access control and modernization;
- existence of single documentation for system implementation and operation;
- ease of consolidated statistical and analytical information on the country level;
- Integrity and consistency of data on the country level.

The main disadvantages of the concept of building national IS of BS according to the scheme with centralized data storage are:
- need for continued access to the central server;
- need to support different configurations of technical equipment that already has operated in BS establishments;
- complexity of the system;
- Need to ensure continuous secure communication channel to the server.

Building the model of national IS of BS with distributed data storage assumes that each BS establishment has IS based on “their own” server to which if necessary will interact other BS establishment IS. The scheme of information exchange...
between BS establishments with distributed data storage is shown in figure 2.

**Figure2:** The scheme of information exchange between BS establishments with distributed data storage

The main advantages of organizing the national IS of BS that shown on the scheme in figure2 are:

- ease of system;
- possibility of autonomous data operation between BS establishments;
- Short time to implementation of new functionality in the system.

The main disadvantages of building the national IS of BS with distributed data storage are:

- significant costs on IS technical equipment in BS establishments;
- significant costs for development of BS establishments IS;
- complex actual development and correct documentation for system;
- need to develop and maintain module of data synchronization;
- data duplication;
- closeness of BS establishments IS;
- lack of documentation description of data sets, that are transferred between systems;
- high complexity of organizing information exchange between systems.

In addition, traditional approaches with centralized and distributed data storage can also consider a combined approach taking into consideration features of internal information communication between BS establishments for building the national IS of BS. The figure 3 is showing the scheme of information exchange between BS establishments with a combined approach. In this approach, for building the national IS of BS, it is expedient to create the system with centralized data storage at the regional level. The integration of regional systems at the country level will allow using web-services. Web-services will provide data exchange between IS of BS establishments through the Internet regardless of programming language and interface. The integration of IS in the national IS of BS using a combined approach requires unification of data exchange formats in the IS.

**Figure3:** The scheme of information exchange between BS establishments with combined data storage

The main advantages of building the national IS of BS with combined approach are:

- rapid deployment of the national IS of BS based on IS that already has operated in BS establishments by developing one interface exchange;
- lack of necessity to solve the problem of selection and implementation of the single IS in BS establishments at the regional level;
- independency of programming languages and technologies used in BS establishments IS;
- possibility of the iterative implementation of functional of the national IS of BS;
- described structure of data sets transferred in the national IS of BS.

The main disadvantages of concept of building the national IS of BS that is shown on the scheme in figure3 are:

- need for a central server;
- cost of acquisition and maintenance of the central server;
Selecting the variant of realization for the design of building the national IS of BS can be performed by the generalized criterion. The generalized criterion is proposed to form based on partial indicators that are defined in the analysis of advantages and disadvantages of decisions based on the models of building the national IS of BS. The generalized criterion is as follows:

\[ Kr = \Phi(t_q, t_{up}, opr) \rightarrow \min, \]
\[ C \leq C_{const}, \]
\[ R \leq R_{const}, \]
\[ t \leq t_{max} \]

Where, \( t_q \) is the time of implementing the request to the national IS of BS;
\( t_{up} \) is the time of saving and updating data in the national IS of BS;
\( opr \) is the number of operations performed by using the national IS of BS;
\( C \leq C_{const} \) is the cost of designing solution to create the national IS of BS within the budget;
\( R \leq R_{const} \) - are the resources needed for building the national IS of BS, subjected to restrictions;
\( t \leq t_{max} \) - is the time of creating the national IS of BS in deadlines;

The characteristics of the working national IS of BS can be determined experimentally or by analogy with existing solutions. Indicators of cost, resources and time of realization of project decisions on the creation of national IS of BS is supposed to define and clarify the expert way. An alternative variant of evaluating the solutions of building national IS of BS is using only methods of expert evaluation. These methods can determine the qualitative effects of the implementation and maintenance of national IS of BS, but is not excluding the high cost of attracting highly qualified experts, the difficulty of organizing the expertise because of the lack of universal views on the creation of a common information space, especially in such strategic areas as blood services. Therefore, the proposed evaluation method, based on quantitative indicators provides a certain level of objectivity of judgment when making decisions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Today, great attention is paid to the realization of data exchange between BS establishments to improve safety of infectious of blood products. Providing data integration at the national level is a difficult task. Several approaches of building a national IS of BS that has its advantages and disadvantages were considered. The choice of approach of building the national IS of BS of each country depends on the specification of IS that integrate, interchange data formats, by using price policy, strategic objectives of creating such systems with considering organizational and legal preconditions of constructing country BS and features of the country's legislative framework. An important aspect of building the national IS of BS is the use of international industry standards and practices in automation, such as GAMP. Taking into account the above and based on the proposed criteria, the model of building the national IS of BS for the certain country can be defined.
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